
Honeycomb
Multi-use table

When we're not sitting behind our desk, we are in the car
or in a meeting, always in a sitting position. But it is

actually very important for our creativity, concentration
and productivity to alternate between sitting and

standing.

Switching between sitting and standing while working creates more variation in
the working posture throughout the day.

This leads to less discomfort within the back, neck and shoulders compared to
only perform sedentary work a regular table (Choi, 2010; Rabbit et al, 2008;.
Hedge and Ray, 2004; Karlqvist, 1998).

Flexible, multi-functional & cordless

If a business wants to make the most of agile working, the working

environment also needs to be flexible in design. This means organisations need

to create different office spaces with facilities that suit the activities. For

example, scrum event rooms, team spots, a lounge setting and quiet spaces.

We developed the Honeycomb with this in mind. A multi-functional, flexible sit-

stand table.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/sit-stand-desks/honeycomb/


Advantages of the Honeycomb

Multi-functional
The table is suitable for a variety of uses. Its 90
cm diameter allows you to easily move the
table around to create any setup of your choice:
meeting, seminar, lunch or drinks. No problem
at all - this table is suitable for all events.

Easy
The table height can easily be adjusted. Use the
button in the centre of the table top to create
heights from 60.5 cm to 126.5 cm and
everything in between.

Mobile
The Honeycomb can be moved around the
space by using the battery, which has a led
indicator to display the battery charge status.
When the battery is running low, an acoustic
alarm sounds. 

Shape
The Honeycomb is named after its shape, which
in itself makes it a remarkable table, but it also
makes it suitable for modular use. 

Battery
1 fully charged battery allows you to adjust the
height for up to 85 times, without the need for
cables attached to the table. 

Setups
Combining several tables allows you to create a
variety of setups and shapes.

Knowledge Center

Sitting, everyone does it, everyone has an opinion
about it and virtually everyone uses something to sit on.
And there are plenty of seating options to choose from,
from office chairs, stools and balls to combined
sit/stand solutions.

Some are a visual promise of ultimate sitting comfort,
while others...

Specifications

Width 900 mm

Height 605 mm

Depth 900 mm

Weight 57.5 kg

Product code: BNEHCT (Multiple versions)

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFocpIPgxfk
https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/knowledge-center/sitting-where-what-and-how/

